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From Reader Review Eraser Amber for online ebook

Sarah says

Two words

Bar Scene

Fuck me. Hot hot hot

Books Laid Bare says

Ladies Please.. I cannot say this enough – do yourselves a favour and buy this series!!!!

I was hooked from the first book and distraught when I mistakenly thought that one book was all we were
getting, I have been on an emotional ride ever since and with only one more book to go before this
remarkable series ends I am garnering all my strength for the day when I will have to say goodbye to both Sir
and Mackenzie, there will be tears, I already know that, so I give fair warning to all that know me that on the
17th of November ( when the next and final book is released) I will be the puddle of tears rocking in the
corner trying to console myself with the fact that this belting series will be over..

But back to this book in particular, Eraser Amber sees us picking straight back up from the end of Eraser
Crimson and Mackenzie is not is good shape physically but it is the emotional mess that Sir is in that had me
hooked.

This man is so put together that it is only by experiencing his pain can we get to completely understand the
depth of his feelings for Mackenzie.

He is broken by what has happened to Mackenzie, feeling that he has to shoulder the responsibility of the
events. My heart broke for him at this point, he loves her so much that he was sinking without her.

This strong man was falling apart on the pages before me and it was painful to read.

The road to recovery was never going to be smooth sailing but when things plummet to a point of complete
desolation, I held my breath and prayed that they could make it.

Taking Mackenzie at her word, he determined that when she required care, he will be one to provide it, and
the pair of them embark on a situation that whilst completely wrong, it was so right because it is only by
being lost and alone together that they can experience the fact that without each other they are incomplete.

The scene where their situation finally caused them to erupt was literary gold – I honestly felt as if I was
standing in the room with the pair of them, I could both hear and feel the pain from them both, the crossed
wires and doubts that had them both reaching the wrong conclusions and wallowing in misery was vocalised
perfectly – drawing the fact that they were suffering and afraid from them both.

Sir and Mackenzie belong together and Ms Keith, dont make me hunt you down because I won’t settle for



anything else!!!

The other characters in the book are pivotal and it was fascinating to get a little more of Sir’s back story, his
family and his love for his brother.

But if you have read the others – which if you haven’t, I am just going to say this one more time – READ
THEM!!!

Then you will know that the sex between Sir and Mackenzie has never been just a little flicker of a flame it is
the whole bloody building is burning down around you sort of flame!! Well this book is no different, if
anything Megan has stepped it up a gear because you may very well need to make sure you have a fan close
by to cool yourself off.

Kat says

*** I received this book from the Author in exchange for an honest review***

Firstly you need to read this series in order - you watch the characters grow as you read them.

I love Sir and Mackenzie, well Sir - I love him, but at times I want to bash him in the head!

I Absolutely love this series.

As soon as I saw the ARC on my kindle I had to stop reading my current book and just delve into it.

Mack is such a Sassy Chick, she is strong but also realising that Sir has something she needs and she is
willing to work on their relationship... So is SIR in his own way.

There are a few bumps in the highway to happiness (well that is what makes an interesting read)

Megan has taken what was great short Erotic story and created a series where the characters and story line
have developed into a story I love. Warning they do end in cliff hangers - I was like OMG I need Eraser
Platinum NOW!!!

Thank goodness the full series will be out before the Gold Coast Book Signing as I will want a Full Set
Personally signed by the Lovely Megan Keith :D

Marina Skinner says

First of all, I want to say this series is a MUST READ!!!! If you haven’t read the first four books in this
series then stop and start from the beginning. The books must be read in order.
Holy hotness…I think Megan has done an incredible job writing this masterpiece. For the first few chapters I
shed more than a few tears, having had to message Megan, I had to tell her my heart was breaking, very
badly indeed. No, I will not divulge why. You will also NEVER hear me mention Sir’s name either.
If you recall what happened at the end of Eraser Crimson then you know who is in the hospital. What



happens with Sir and Mack will undoubtedly leave you emotional, your heart beating fast or trying to escape
the confines of your body!!! I know mine did!!
I love the banter in this book as much as I love the other characters, Sir’s Mum & brother, Mack’s neighbour
and her boss. They certainly add an interesting part to the story.
There is a particular scene which will make you feel incredibly HOT, fanning yourself and
thinking…OMG!!!!!!! I swear that part was off the charts HOT!!! Yes I know Ive said HOT too many times
but in all honesty….read it for yourself, I just know you will share my sentiments!!!
We learn certain facts, we wonder what is going to happen and just when you think Sir will divulge
something you turn the page and…..ahhhhhhhh. I swear I almost threw my kindle, but I didn’t as I am to
attached to my precious, lol!!!
Read it, devour it and look forward to the next and final instalment in the lives of Sir and Mack. I know I
certainly will. Eraser Platinum will be out November 17. Add it to your TBR list or you are missing out!!

'ARC received for an honest review'

April says

"Desire
Want
Need
He wants Mackenzie, longs for her.
In a heartbeat his world came crashing down.
Stopped.
His actions broke her trust, yet she's the one paying the price.
Guilt suffocates him, he needs to fix this ... fix them.
Can he right the wrong before it’s too late?
Or is the desire they were once consumed with fading?"

I was lucky and struck gold with an ARC for an honest review!

It takes a lot and I mean A LOT for a book of words(fantastic words btw) to reduce me to tears. So much so
that I took a pregnancy test to make sure I wasn't -just- hormonal (it was neg). The tears were legit! To write
a story that makes you feel as if you're living it, is just.. I can't even describe it other than amazing! Eraser
Amber was one roller coaster of emotions for me; Tears, fluttering heart, butterflies in your stomach, arousal,
a silly grin plastered on your face A-M-A-Z-I-N-G-ness! Megan has worked her literary goddess writing
powers and brought me to my knees again...with another cliffhanger!

PS - I will -NEVER- think of scotch the same way again...OMG!!!

Gillian says

★★? 5 I DONT WANT IT TO END...EVER Stars ?★★

WhOooHOO!!! Yes yes yes!!! I cannot even contain my excitement!
I'm soooooo fucking excited that we got the next installment in the Eraser series...BOOK 5 is HERE! And so



close to the last instalment Eraser Crimson is was like Christmas all over again! YAY!
But I must really thank the goddess that is Megan Keith,for not making us wait too too long, especially with
the way book 4 ended.

But still...

I HAVE BEEN DYING!!!! Damn woman and her cliffy’s!

Lucky for us book 5 picks up right where we left off, the part that left me shaking my head looking for the
nearest rock to climb under and wait alone with my reeling thoughts about what the hell was going on in my
happy place with Sir and Mackenzie! OMG Mackenzie... Gasp!!!
Freaking out BIG TIME!

Ms. Keith has definitely kept us on our toes throughout this series and I've loved every stinking minute of
it!!!

Keith is a master story telling manipulator who has kept my head spinning, my heart thumping and my lady
bits clenching for all 5 books. Add in the crazy twist and turns, beyond sizzling sex scenes, and one hell of
beyond sex on a 10 foot pole character that is Sir along with all his Sir-isms... how could it not be one of my
all time favourite series EVER?

But best of all, and the icing on the cake for me, has been watching the sexy romance between Sir and
Mackenzie grow deeper and deeper making me completely addicted.
I've been so consumed in watching these two come together in the most intimate ways.
From just one night to (FINGERS CROSSED)... til' death do us part?
I just can’t seem to get enough of these two!

I’m a complete goner for this series! Like FANGIRL hard!

However, this book, Eraser Amber is sooooo bittersweet for me as I've been so smitten, connected and
totally consumed with this sinfully sexy series from the start and with this being book 5 it means we only
have one more to go before it's end. And that, Ms. Keith just devastates and wrecks me!
I love my Sir fix, and I am NOT looking forward to the end AT ALL!

Instantly upon starting Eraser Amber my heart is hurting for Sir! I could just feel his pain and guilt radiating
off the pages, just pulling on my heart stings with every utterance of his uncertainty for his relationships
future. Never have I begun an Eraser book with tears forming so quickly!
WTF? Ms. Keith not cool!!

Seeing Sir so guilt stricken was hard, with Keith's writing always being so descriptive and accurate you can't
help but feel his torture first hand. My poor Sir, I just wanted to reach in and hold him.

"She is my beginning and my end." -Sir

Watching Mackenzie struggle with her feelings toward Sir in the beginning chapters was also heartbreaking.
I hate when these two are apart and struggling. HATE IT! However, I was a bit frustrated with her at some
points and just wanted her to listen to and forgive Sir. I mean know he was wrong but its Sir, so she needed
to just forgive him and move along to some
HOT MAKE UP SEX !



But of course Ms. Keith has taken a liking to withholding my scorching sex scenes from ME, like the little
dominatrix that she is, so as I read I was not so patiently waiting for the molten scenes I long for. and expect.

When Mackenzie finally gives in and agrees to go home with him I swear my heart fluttered with the hope
that things would be alright in the Sir and Mackenzie bubble like I need then to be.

God!!! These two were out to destroy me this time around I'm convinced. There were many points where I
tell ya, I was pretty tempted to throw my kindle across the room!
I swear you could hear me yelling for these two to just give in and make up already!
Cheese and Rice, please stop the torture, forgive and move on to the hot yummy make up sex that I know
will be coming.

Craving, for my sexy dominant Sir to surface and give me my much needed Sir fix!!
These two were driving me crazy!!

I honestly found myself waiting with bated breath waiting and reading the scenes where they are apart but
yet so close. Nose twitches and eye stings in full effect, leading me to believe that this book just might not
only leave me hot and bothered like the norm, but just might tarnish by book loving soul, if things don’t go
my way…I stress when my fav couples are under duress, so this installment is hurting me! But God DID I
LOVE IT!! And I COULD NOT STOP READING!

Lucky for me…well and for Ms. Keith the duress doesn’t last long (good thing, because I would have cyber
stalked her until she fixed it and made it right again).

That being said we NEED to talk about what Keith does best…OH. MY. GOD!!
The SEX scenes in this book are FUCKING insane!! I cannot believe that they could get any hotter, but holy
shit, I will NEVER look at Glenfiddich the same way again!!

AND THIS IS WHY I WILL ALWAYS NEED MY SIR FIX!!
(not just 6 books worth....I'm saying ALWAYS! hint, hint)

I’m talking change of panties is an absolute MUST! SOAKING....CLENCHING...OH. MY. SIR!

I seriously mean drooling, fanning myself…. NEED a Sir of my own…light up a cigarette...
fuckin-fan-tas-ma-gori-quely-good!

And of course that is just one of the many hotter than HELL sex scenes we are privy to.
Sir is back and in full effect, and I lapped up every minute I was given with my Sir in the mode I love best!
Keith’s ability to write clenchingly good scenes just keeps getting better and better
*bows and salutes to you Ms. Keith! You ROCK my WORLD!!

Then of course the cliffy queen strikes again bursting my basking in the afterglow of the ending I thought I
was getting this time around!! Grrr! SOOO now I’m left FREAKING out once again!!!

If you haven’t read this series yet you NEED to go ONE-CLICK it NOW!!!



Megan says

This was an emotional one for me. I hope you all enjoy it.

US Link: http://amzn.to/1nr2ypC
UK Link: http://amzn.to/1rBQKfz
CA Link: http://amzn.to/1sY4NCS
AU Link: http://www.amazon.com.au/gp/product/B...

Kristine GPI Bookblog says

Eraser Amber picks up right where Crimson left off, I'm going to be deliberately vague here because this is a
series of novellas that you need to read and experience not read a retelling of the synopsis in my review.
What can I tell you? Mackenzie and Sir are back, but there's so much more of these two than in previous
books, Amber very much deals with the emotions behind the attraction, as more and more of this story
unravels we are given a bigger insight into the lives of Mack and Sir, we know they have strong feelings for
one another, but for the first time we see so much more into what they are feeling, not just for each other but
how this developing relationship is effecting them both.

Eraser Amber is slower than the previous novellas in this series, I enjoyed this instalment, getting to see
deeper into the minds of Mack and Sir, but it didn't hold me captive the way the previous instalments had, in
saying that I enjoyed then change of pace that Keith gives the reader with Amber. I'm looking forward to
where Megan Keith takes Mack and Sir next.

Kelly Coles says

Firstly this book and series deserves way more than 5 stars it needs "infinite" stars like seriously if you have
not read the eraser series where have you been hiding!? I was hooked from book 1 eraser I joined megans
street team and I am addicted to this series and all of her books she is an amazing author.

Now let's get to eraser Amber....this series keeps getting better and better I love Sir and I love Mckenzie and
all the emotions ab ought out in this book the tension between them just wo I get blown away every Time I
read one of these books but God damn that ending what a cliff hanger from the queen of cliff hangers but and
that's a big but...this is what the eraser series is about and it keeps you wanting more...but as the next one is
last in series I don't have to worry about there being a cliff hanger just sad that it will be the end of an
amazing series...if you do one great thing today make sure you buy the eraser series fall in love with sir just
like me and my fellow minions did :)



Margaret says

Damn it, I ADORE this series so much.
Have I told you how much I love Sir and Mackenzie?
No... okay, then listen up.
I FREAKING love this series.
I was honoured to receive an ARC from Megan, and the moment it landed on my kindle, the other book I
was reading went on hold!
There's something about this series that draws you in, maybe its Sir, who's a bit of a jerk or possibly it's
Mackenzie who's quite sassy.
Maybe it's the illicit way their story started, or it could be the hot sex.
Who knows what exactly it is, all I can say is from the first in the series to this book, I've found three things.
1. Megan's story telling gets better and better as every book progresses.
2. Megan's writing gets stronger with each book.
3. Sir remains a jerk (though calms in the smallest of ways) and Mackenzie remains true to her character
from the start.
Oh... maybe one more point: 4. Megan leaves it each book in a great cliffhanger (EVERY. FREAKING.
TIME)
Either way, I'm looking forward to Eraser Platinum, and I've already told Megan I'm first in line for when the
PB comes out. (I'll have it signed thanks.)

Barbara says

Amazing!!! Brilliant!!! Perfection!!!

Where to begin, absolutely loved it! This book was very emotional for me right from the very beginning,
Megan Keith takes you on an emotional rollercoaster of a ride. We all love Sir, he's sexy as hell but he's also
so loving and caring especially when it comes to his Papillion. That side of him is so endearing, I love the
way the author weaves both sides of him in the book. I also love Mack she's saucy and smart mouthed, Mack
speaks her mind and I love that, she's not a push over. And I melt every time Sir calls Mackenzie Mack.
Love it!!!! I can read this Series over and over again and not get tired because this author is unpredictable,
you never know what twists and turns you're headed with Megan Keith. I highly recommended this book and
the next one. Bravo Megan Keith you are a first rate author!

Tash says

Reviewed for Confessions From Romaholics
Sigh Megan has done it again with this instalment, I thought I had seen it all with this series, but each
instalment brings a new twist and turn to this series. I look forward to those twists and turns as I can’t get
enough of Sir and Mackenzie. Not knowing certain details, has made this series a favourite of mine and for
that reason only I’m not revealing the name of Sir. You need to read and learn it for yourself as it only adds
to the dramatic flair that Megan has created around this series.
I was looking to this latest instalment because Megan has surprised me every time with her creativity and
that memorable scene that makes the book. She doesn’t name after certain things for nothing and this one
was probably my favourite scene out of them all. It takes a special writer to write a series where she doesn’t



reveal things and creates such an interest that she has to write another five books and counting in order to
satisfy the readers.
Eraser Amber took it to another level , before it was the honeymoon stage and this instalment could only be
described as emotionally beautiful and heartbreaking. Two souls that were meant for each other facing a
situation they never though they would have and fighting it now because they are scared of the what if. I love
the new side of vulnerable we saw, it become more than a cat and mouse game and I wondered something I
didn’t want to think when I read this. I never though I would feel this way and deep down I hoped this what I
was thinking.

I devour these books as soon I get my hands on them, so if you haven’t read this series yet. Get on them now,
Megan knows how to write a cliff hanger and every time I come to end of a book, I’m not completely left
satisfied because I want to know what happens next. It very rare that does happen and I can’t wait for the
instalment. I’m guessing that I’m really going to love the next book based on the title. If you are looking for
a series that is creative and smutty but at the same time tells a beautiful story
5 couples, and in the words of Oliver Twist I leave you with this ‘Please sir, I want some more’

For more of my reviews, visit Confessions From Romaholics.And drop by the blog's Facebook page

Marlene W says

This series is simply amazing. I have been hooked since the very first installment and it just keeps getting
better and better. This series will take you on a roller coaster ride of plot twists and emotions. It has mystery,
intrigue, dominance, heartache, angst and frustration. But above all, it will leave you fanning yourself in a
quivering mess.

This author knows what the readers crave and she knows how to deliver. Megan Keith masterfully pulls you
in, and then leaves you dangling from a cliff. Brilliant!

~~~~~~~~~~~
My short description of this installment:

Amber picks up where Crimson has left off. Sir blames himself for the predicament that Mackenzie is in.
He’s guilt ridden, devastated and simply heartbroken.

Although Mackenzie doesn’t blame Sir for what happened, she still feels hurt by what she found out before
she ran from him.

Sir and Mackenzie struggle to stay apart because that is what they believe the other wants. The push and pull
can only happen for so long. The magnetic energy between these two will always win in the end.
~~~~~~~~~~

My description needs to end there. It would be too easy to spoil even the smallest tidbit and I would never
dream of doing that. You need to experience all that this series has to offer for yourself!

As anxious as I am to get my hands on Platinum, I am dreading the end of Sir and Mackenzie’s journey.



Platinum will be the sixth and final installment and is set to release next month. I can’t wait to see what this
author has in store for us next!
Hey Megan, a Tom spin off would be nice…just sayin’

Oh wait! One more thought… Do you like scotch? Well you just might after experiencing Amber.

Irene says

OK first let me start off with you have to read this series in ORDER. If you haven't then you will not know
what is going on.

That being said......OMG!! Megan she knows how to put you on the edge of your seat and make you fall off.
She knows how to lure you in an make you cry, and fall in love with Sir.

Eraser Amber picks up right where Crimson left off. Sir is so distraught over what happened. Mack all she
does is push him away. It is like they are both playing cat in mouse but they are both the mouse.
Mack wants him gone but she wants him near. Sir wants to stay but yet he leaves due to Mack's wishes.
I wanted to reach my hand in the story and knock their heads together.
"Wake the hell up"
It was a roller coaster of emotions. You're crying because of Mack being in the hospital.
Then your all hot and bothered because of the freaking fantastic sex they are having.
Hey Megan can you put me in one of your books having some awesome sex????

There needs to be a t-shirt out there saying "Be warned Megan likes cliffies" OMG like I said before right
when things are going well something comes out of Sir's mouth and you are left with WHAT IN THE SAM
HELL???

I can't wait to read Eraser Platinum and finish this series out. I really want to know what in the hell Sir has to
tell Mack now. I mean what else could there be?? You drive me good crazy Megan.

J.A. Melville says

Ok so changing some of the wording from an old Britney Spears song, Damn she did it again!!!
Megan Keith Queen of the Cliff hangers has done it again. Left me hanging. Not literally but ugh, I'm
frustrated.
Yes I loved this book, no I hate that I have to wait again for the next one with the ending being another one
of those ones where I grab fist fulls of hair and tear them from my head. Megan's Eraser series should carry a
warning..May cause baldness.
After the nail biting ending to book 4, I was in agony waiting to see what would happen in book 5. At times I
was yelling YES and other times NO and so many times I thought I was going to have to beat Mack and Sir's
heads together.
I'm beginning to think the author has a slightly sadistic streak and when the characters are happy and the



readers all giving contented sighs, she strikes and rubs her hands together in glee saying..."I'll fix that."
I can't believe that everything was finally on track, things were going well, the sex was hot as hell as per
usual and then HE drops those few little words.
Ok, innocent enough words I guess but I have this awful feeling that Megan Keith is having one of her "I'll
show them" moments and is preparing to tear the hearts of readers clean from their chests. Mine will be
amongst those aching hearts lying on the floor.
I'm going to twist my hands together while I wait for the next book but at the same time, I'm terrified about
what the outcome will be. Great series though but my poor fragile heart has endured about as much as it can
so please Megan be gentle with it in book 6.


